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ABSTRACT
This article is dedicated to the perceptual identification of 
French varieties by listeners from the surroundings of Paris 
and Marseilles. It is based on the geographical localization of
about forty speakers from 6 Francophone regions: Normandy, 
Vendee, Romand Switzerland, Languedoc and the Basque
Country. Contrary to the speech type (read or spontaneous 
speech) and the listeners’ region of origin, the speakers’
degree of accentedness has a major effect and interacts with 
the speakers’ age. The origin of the oldest speakers (who have 
the strongest accent according to Paris listeners’ judgments) is 
better recognized than the origin of the youngest speakers. 
However confusions are frequent among the Southern
varieties. On the whole, three accents can be distinguished (by 
clustering and multidimensional scaling techniques): Northern 
French, Southern French and Romand Swiss.
Index Terms: perceptual dialectology, French regional
accents

1. INTRODUCTION
In speech communication, considerable variability comes into 
play as a function of regional and social accents. Humans 
must cope with it, like machines for automatic processing. In 
order to account for various accents that may exist in French, 
a perceptual dialectology approach is developed, from speech 
corpora which computational techniques help analyzing.
We now have at our disposal a large number of recordings 
collected in different places of the French-speaking area,
within the framework of the PFC project (“Phonology of
Contemporary French”) [1]. In the audio data, various accents 
are represented, as many deviations with respect to a norm. 
They may be detected by certain phonetic features which are
salient enough to be recognized and characterized. Are naïve 
listeners capable of identifying these accents? How fine-
grained is the distinction between, for example South-West
and South-East accents? How many accents are experts or 
non-specialists able to discern? What is the impact of the 
requested subjects’ geographical background? These
questions are not novel in dialectometry [2], even if we here 
distinguish between accents and traditional dialects. 
Clopper and Pisoni [3] recently demonstrated that, without 
prior training or feedback, American listeners, invited to listen 
to compatriots of various accents and to locate their
geographical origin on a map of the USA, are able to
distinguish three broad regions: New England, South,
North/West. Studies were also devoted to British English,
Dutch and Norwegian varieties [4, 5]. To our knowledge,
results of a similar perceptual clustering task are not available
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or the French language, even though a North/South
istinction sounds obvious to any French speaker. To
uantify to what extent listeners are able to determine the 
rigin of a speaker, the key difficulty is that some
arameters may be distinctive to certain listeners but not to 
thers. A number of factors may affect the judgments and
e awareness of identifiable differences. Based solely on 

ronunciation, locals are expected to perform with a finer-
rained perception than non-locals. In sociolinguistics,
tudies focus on the representations of specific varieties, 
tored in long-term memory, more or less stereotyped, and 
ossibly different from behavioral reactions to actual
peech samples [6, 7]. However most studies are
escriptive, and their findings do not enable us to reliably 
redict the most salient properties that are associated to a 
iven accent.
he PFC project now allows systematic investigations. One
f its objectives is to cover a vast territory throughout
nformants who are firmly rooted geographically — who 
ere born and have spent most of their lives in the same 

lace. Since several age categories and speech “styles”
reading and interview especially) are represented in the 
orpus, their influence on the listeners’ performance also
eserves being quantified. We examined this issue in two 
teps, with a pre-test whose goal was a mere accent rating 
nd two experiments strictly speaking of accent origin
entification, on the basis of about forty speakers from six
rancophone regions. It is indeed interesting to carry out 
erceptual tests in different locations, to compare the
esults: the experiments we conducted involved listeners
rom the Paris region (pre-test and Experiment 1) and the 

arseilles region (Experiment 2). The next section presents
e corpus, the listeners’ tasks and a phonetic analysis of 
e speech material. Results are reported in section 3 and 

urther analyzed in Section 4, before concluding remarks.

2. EXPERIMENTS

.1. Speakers and stimuli

s in [3] our experiment is based on six regions. In
outhern France we retained Biarritz (Basque Country) in 
e South-West, Douzens (Languedoc) in the South,
arseilles (Provence) in the South-East. In the North, two 

oints are located at the same latitude: Treize-vents
Vendee) in the West and the Canton of Vaud (Romand 
witzerland) in the East. For the sake of symmetry wit was 
ished to choose a point in the Paris region. Nevertheless, 

ince Paris represents the norm, asking subjects about “the 
aris accent” would have been confusing. Facing this
ifficulty, we opted for a point situated on the same axis as 
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the Basque Country and Vendee: Brécey (Normandy).
Another dialectal area is thus represented.
In each of the six regions (Normandy, Vendee, Romand
Switzerland, Languedoc, Provence and the Basque Country),
six speakers (3 males, 3 females) were selected, split into 
three age categories: 15–30 years-old, 30–60 years-old, over 
60 years-old. For each speaker, two speech samples were
chosen. The first one is a long read sentence (25 words), from
the middle of the PFC text, which is identical for all speakers: 
“La côte escarpée du mont Saint-Pierre qui mène au village 
connaît des barrages chaque fois que les opposants de tous les 
bords manifestent leur colère”. The second one is an excerpt 
of spontaneous speech, from a guided interview. It was
chosen according to the following criteria: assertive utterance 
whose length is equivalent to that of the read excerpt (9.4 
seconds on average, compared to 8.3 for the read sentence), 
absence of reference to a location which would bias the
identification, absence of intervention from the interlocutor 
and few hesitations from the speaker. With 33 words per
excerpt on an average, the speech rate of spontaneous speech 
(10.6 phonemes/second) is comparable to that of reading (10.4 
phonemes/second). In total, we have 3 age categories × 2 
genders × 6 regions × 2 speech styles = 72 stimuli.
Previous studies often rely on the sole “read speech”, despite 
the problems it raises [3]. In our opinion, the use of both read
and spontaneous speech offers several advantages. First, the 
display of an identical read sentence allows comparisons all 
other things being equal. Reading discards lexical and
syntactic clues and makes sure that the differences between 
speakers are due to pronunciation. Spontaneous speech
represents a register of speech which better reflects the true 
vernacular of the speakers — their natural way of speaking in 
everyday use. By using both types of speech, we are in a 
position to verify whether the one or the other favors the 
accent recognition, or if the two are equivalent — thereby 
allowing new generalizations. Finally, the display of two
types of stimuli in a random order allows the listeners not to 
be tired: the subjects do not have to always listen to the same 
sentence, which contributes to keep their attention.

2.2. Listeners

The pre-test and the two experiments were administered to 
twenty-five listeners each. For the pre-test and Experiment 1, 
the listeners were residents of the Paris region. The group of
listeners who participated in the actual experiment had not 
taken part in the pre-test. For Experiment 2 listeners were 
residents of the Marseilles region. They all had French as their 
mother tongue and no hearing impairment. On average, they 
were 32 years old, and had spent 20 years in their region of 
residence. According to self-reports, almost all of them were 
familiar with the Marseilles (Provence) and the Vaud (Swiss) 
accents, and unfamiliar with the other accents.

2.3. Protocol

The tests took place in a sound-isolated booth; the subjects 
were wearing closed headphones of the same model. The
sound level, which had been equalized, was comfortable. The 
stimuli, in Wave format, were sampled at 22.05 kHz, 16 bits, 
mono. A user-friendly interface was used, among other things 
allowing the participants to input information about their
familiarity with this or that accent, by clicking on buttons, and 
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o capture their responses. The listeners started by a brief 
amiliarization with the same sentence read by a male or a 
emale speaker from each of the six regions under
onsideration. These sentences were no longer used further 
n the test. During the following phase, the participants 
stened to 74 stimuli, the first two of which were not
ounted in the results (spontaneous utterances from a
orthern male speaker and a Southern female speaker). 
he next 72 stimuli, read or spontaneous excerpts, were
resented in a random order which was different for each 
stener.
Pre-test. During the familiarization phase, a degree of
accentedness was given as indicative for each displayed 
stimulus. During the test phase, the listeners had to rate a 
degree of accentedness to the excerpt they had just
listened to. The proposed degrees, on a six-point scale, 
were paraphrased as follows: 0 (no accent), 1 (mild
accent), 2 (moderate accent), 3 (rather strong accent), 4 
(strong accent), 5 (very strong accent).
Experiments 1 and 2. The speaker’s region of origin 
was indicated for each displayed stimulus during the
familiarization phase. During the test, after each
stimulus, the listeners had to specify the speaker’s origin 
among the six possibilities: Brécey (Normandy), Treize-
vents (Vendee), Canton of Vaud (Romand Switzerland), 
Biarritz (Basque Country), Douzens (Languedoc) and
Marseilles (Provence). No feedback on the answer
correctness was given.
he listeners were not urged to answer. Each stimulus
ould be listened to as often as needed, but it was

possible to come back to them after answering. Each of 
e three experiments lasted about twenty minutes.

.4. Acoustic analysis of the corpus

he stimuli presented to the listeners as well as the whole
FC text were analyzed acoustically in terms of schwa and
asal appendix realization, and formant values. This
nalysis was facilitated by the segmentation into phonemes
rovided by automatic speech recognition [8]. The
rocedure is based on the automatic alignment of context-
dependent continuous-density HMMs. As in [9], formant

requencies were measured with the help of PRAAT

oftware (http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/) and averaged
ver the beginning, the mid-point and the end of vowels.
e have been able to quantify the fact that Southern

peakers of French produce twice as many schwas as
orthern speakers, and nasal appendices after half of nasal
owels (especially / / and /ε/) whereas Northern speakers
o not. The tendency (in some cases) to pronounce [ ] in
e South instead of /o/ was also observed: in a word such

s côte (“slope”) on average, the F1 values we measured
ere 450 Hz in the South vs. 550 Hz in the North. Other
ifferences concerning vowel quality are not so notorious.
n particular, the fronting of the open / / which is
oticeable in Northern (actually standard) French does not
pply to Southern French. The vocalic triangles of Figure 1
nable us to display this tendency, which is conspicuous for
oth the spontaneous stimuli and the whole text reading.
he /R/ is also subject to variation: it is systematically
pical in the oldest Languedoc speakers, close to the
panish jota in Basque speakers and tends to be pharyngeal



([ ]) in Normandy. Pitch and duration analyses are in progress
to verify if a peculiar prosodic pattern on word-penultimate
syllables is reminiscent of the Swiss accent.

Figure 1: Vocalic triangles of speakers from the North 
(full lines) and from the South (dotted lines) computed on 

the stimuli listened to by the subjects.

3. PERCEPTUAL RESULTS

3.1. Pre-test

The pre-test enabled us to sort out the regions of our speakers 
by average degree of accentedness: from 0.8 for Normandy to 
3.4 for Languedoc — the overall mean value is 2. The older 
the speakers, the stronger their accent. This result is
unsurprising, even though, under some circumstances, nothing 
prevents young people from having a stronger accent than 
their elders, to assert their identity. Here, the average degrees 
for the three age categories are judged to be 1.4, 2.1 and 
2.7.The difference is not so marked between reading, for
which the average degree is 2.1 and spontaneous speech,
assessed at 2.0. It is noteworthy that the only stimuli which 
were rated with a very strong accent (5/5) are those from 
speakers who “roll” /r/s.

3.2. Experiments 1 and 2

In the identification experiment, the listeners of the Paris
region achieved 42.1% correct responses and those of
Marseilles region 43.9%, which is significantly above chance 
according to chi-square tests [df = 5; p < 0.01]. A series of 
analyses of variance (ANOVAs) was also conducted on the 
responses counted as right (1) or wrong (0) with the random 
factor Subject: the between-subject factor Group (Paris or
Marseilles region) and the within-subject factor Type of
speech (read or spontaneous), speakers’ Age or Degree of 
accentedness. In each case the factor Group does not have a 
major effect, because the answer profiles are very similar. 
Contrary to the Type of speech, the speakers’ Degree of
accentedness has a major effect [F(5,245) = 18,1 ; p < .001],
and it interacts with the speakers’ Age [F(8,392) = 8,11 ; p < 
.001]. As a matter of fact, the origin of the oldest speakers
(the ones who have the strongest accent) is better recognized
than is the origin of the youngest speakers. For the oldest to 
the youngest speakers’ categories, we observe 47.3%, 43.9% 
and 37.8% correct answers. The difference is not so marked 
between reading, which results in a 42.3% score and
spontaneous speech, which results in a 43.7% score.
Among the 6 regions, Romand Switzerland is identified best.
Despite its Franco-Provencal substratum, it is only marginally 
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istaken with Southern varieties (in 2.5% of cases).
onfusions are frequent among the Southern varieties, in 

uch a way that their average identification rate is less than 
5% (see Table 1). Symptomatically, the rather strong
ccent of the Languedoc speakers, which is the best
entified as Southern (in 90% of cases) is more often

ssociated to Marseilles than Marseilles itself. This result is 
keeping with our intuition: the image we have of the 

arseilles accent is actually a Southern stereotype which 
xtends far beyond Marseilles.

Table 1: Confusion matrix for 50 listeners (%).

Response
igin

V N S BC L P

Vendee 35.7 47.5 6.3 3.5 5.8 1.2

Normandy 37.3 48.5 2.3 4.5 6 1.3

Switzerland 11.7 13.8 72 1 1 0.5

sque Country 8.3 5.3 1.8 38.7 35.2 10.7

Languedoc 5.7 3.7 0.2 26.3 31 33.2

Provence 11 10.3 1.3 16.5 28.7 32.2

4. CLUSTERING AND SCALING
tatistical analyses were also performed to provide graphic 
epresentations of the outcomes: in the form of
endrograms, by hierarchical clustering techniques and in 
e form of a two-dimension space, by multidimensional 

caling [10]. The former technique results in trees where 
he horizontal distance between two leaves is a function of 
e distance which separates them in an observation matrix 

in our case, the confusion matrix (see Figure 2). As far 
s the multidimensional scaling is concerned, it takes a 
issimilarity matrix in input, which may be computed from 
e distances between the confusion matrix lines. This

issimilarity matrix is comparable to tables of distance
etween main towns, which can be found in pocket
alendars. For this purpose, we used both the Euclidean 
istance and the Manhattan distance (also called city
locks), with several algorithms.
n almost all the configurations, the clustering yields a
ipartition which opposes the North to the South.
witzerland is always well isolated too.

Figure 2: Dendrogram stemming from the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering with a Euclidean distance.
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From the multidimensional scaling visualization, three
broad accents emerge: Northern French, Southern French 
and Romand Swiss (see Figure 3). Whatever the metrics 
used and the subset of responses considered, the plots are 
similar. Roughly speaking, the first dimension
corresponds to the East-West axis: the second dimension 
corresponds to the North-South axis. These two
dimensions account for a good proportion (90%–97%) of 
the variance.

Figure 3: Result of the multidimensional scaling with the
classical algorithm and the Euclidean distance.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Since accents can be identity markers, the question of their 
identification is particularly important. This preliminary work 
was based on perception (as [3]) and data analysis techniques
(as [5]). From 36 speakers of 6 Francophone regions, it
enabled us to draw 3 accents: North, South and East, without 
the results being affected by the speakers’ style and the
listeners’ region of origin.
A couple of decades ago, [11] considered 15 accents in
French, further subdivided by [2]. The distinction they made 
between Provence and Languedoc accents, for instance, seems 
to have vanished since then. Nonetheless, accents of Alsace 
and Corsica, among others, were missing in our study. Data 
fusions techniques will be considered, to add new points in 
the spaces obtained by multidimensional scaling.
The stimulus duration is comparable to previous studies [7].
By lengthening it, we could increase the accuracy and
precision of responses. The results we obtained with 10 ms 
utterances challenge the myth according to which, for
example, a Marseilles speaker can easily and readily be
recognized. Yet, it is possible that social affiliation now
outweighs geographic boundaries, contrary to what is
traditionally claimed about the French language [2].
The subjects’ representativeness always raises sociolinguistic 
issues. Is there a stigmatized or idealized prototype for a given 
variety? If there is, is it reached? How to measure a distance 
with respect to this prototype, whether it is real or only
imagined? The appreciation of an accent is dictated by the 
social status it is attached to, hence extremely complex
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roblems. In this context, speech processing may give
recious indications, owing to its objectivity. Speech
ecognition, in particular, through its error rates and the 
roportion of pronunciation variants provided by automatic 
lignment, may be regarded as a tool to measure a distance 
ith respect to a norm [12, 13]. We are currently working 

n this direction. In view of the quantity of speech data 
vailable, data-driven studies can be carried on a much 
rger scale than was previously possible, allowing
erceptual and linguistic hypotheses to be validated or
efuted.
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